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Spa hotels in Italy for a very special holiday
The pampering programmes of the spa hotels in Italy

Hannover, 25.November.2018 - [DPR] When it comes to spa hotels, Italy’s northernmost region has
much to offer. The choice of spa hotels in Italy is huge of course, but if you are looking for an
excellent location, best service and top quality at all levels, the Belvita spa hotels are your best
choice. At all Belvita spa hotels in Italy you can enjoy a privileged location in South Tyrol’s most
scenic corners, surrounded by stunning mountain landscapes, and offer all-round pampering
programmes designed to provide a health-improving, wellness-enhancing holiday experience. In
these sanctuaries of peace and relaxation, leaving the daily grind behind and concentrating on your
own, well-being will be guaranteed.
South Tyrol’s best spa in South Tyrol’s best spots
Surrounded by lush green meadows and forests in summer, and by glistening snowscapes and
white-capped mountain peaks in winter, South Tyrol’s leading spa hotels are strategically located in
the region’s most beautiful corners.
As inspiring as they may be, these natural sceneries are just one of the many elements adding up to
the unique, soothing atmosphere backgrounding the Belvita experience. From the sunny Meran
region to the legendary Dolomites &#8722; the best spa hotels in South Tyrol are scattered across
the whole region. Each spa hotel exhibits its own distinctive charm and is conceived as a luxury
retreat for first-class spa holidays in Italy. Choose your favourite resort in South Tyrol and discover
the Alpine spa pleasures in all their facets, with a memorable sojourn at the Belvita Leading
Wellnesshotels Südtirol!
Wounderful atmosphere in Spa hotels in Italy
The cosy, lovingly decorated rooms and suites of our spa hotels in Italy, with their natural furnishings,
bring the charming South Tyrolean nature indoors for you to experience with all your senses, and
induce a deep, restful sleep.
The spa hotels in Italy are also places of culinary delights. Every day, the Belvita chefs and kitchen
staff will surprise you with their creative masterpieces.
Prepare to discover the gourmet side to a spa holiday in Italy – the masterly mix of Alpine recipes
and light Mediterranean dishes, served with special attention to detail, will take you to a
palate-spoiling, eye-pleasing culinary journey!
For more information, visit the website: http://www.belvita.it/en/
weiterführender Link: http://www.belvita.it/en/
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